
Fallen Moon 
An adventure setting inspired by Jason Sholtis, developed for play by Andrew Shields 

 
In his book “Dungeon Dozen” Jason 
Sholtis has a chart on page 81 titled “In the 
Blasted Lands of the Fallen Moon.” I read 
that table when it was first posted on his 
blog, and since then I have wanted to do 
something with that setting. Here is the 
table, reproduced for reference. What 
follows it is my further development. 
 
Fallen Moon adventures assume all twelve 
entries on the chart are true. To create 
adventures, roll up to three times on the 
chart to generate elements that will be the 
focus of an adventure (if you don’t have 
one in mind.)  
 
A little more background may help. 
 
Moonfall—The Story So Far 
 
Eight months ago the Varna moon lowered in the sky over the course of a month, then dropped the last 
few miles and smashed into the world. It wiped out life and civilization on the Duriak Continent, 
including the formerly vast Salasia Empire. Massive waves raked the world, clawing whole port cities off 
the coastlines, drowning valleys and wetlands and countries that followed rivers. It is a dark and 
apocalyptic time, where the cloud of earth blocks out the sun and everything starves. 
 
The Bastaal people lived in mountains and along the coasts of their forbidding lands, making a living 
through reckless exploration, monster slaying, and recreational warfare with neighbors. The most crazy 
elements of the culture were tucked up in the extremely dangerous and poverty-stricken mountains, and 
the coastal settlements mitigated the worst of their culture’s aggression. Then the waves tore the coastal 
settlements into the sea. 
 
Four months ago, a cult to Lodron, God of the Moon, finished putting together new longships and set out 
en masse towards the site of the fallen moon to see if there was anything in the wreckage to loot. Lodron 
is the god of lunacy and night combat, and the cult gets all excitable about raiding, thievery, murder, and 
related pastimes in order to honor their thirsty god. Since Lodron lived in Varna, maybe he was coming to 
visit in person. 
 
After two months at sea, a couple hundred survivors pulled their longships onto the weird, moistened clay 
dust of the moon’s edge where it met the sea. They hiked up onto the curve of the moon, and soon found 
an underground settlement of some kind. They liberated it from squatters. High Priest Farnum decided the 
cult would settle in the bunker and name it Lodronica. The Bastaal quickly cleared it out and installed 
themselves. They even found a place to host arena combat with or between some of the strange monsters 
that roam the dusty surface of the fallen moon. 
 
Now that the Bastaal have shelter, and are figuring out food, it’s time to loot this moon. 
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Local Wildlife 
 
Some wildlife is described here, there is obviously more. These creatures are readily available near 
enough to Lodronica to be known to any starting characters. 
 
Cratercrabs 
So far the best meat the Bastaal have discovered. In some of the moon craters, crabs with shells ranging in 
size from dinner table to small hut scuttle out to hunt. The atmosphere makes them sluggish, and they 
provide masses of delicious meat, but they can easily snap people in half as an afterthought. Armor can 
deflect standard weaponry, so hunters must be cunning in looking for weak points or very, very violent. 
 
Fringeworms 
The new lunar mushrooms attract or hatch (no one knows) centipedes that start out finger size and grow 
to be a dozen feet long. They are, of course, poisonous. Coloration tends to be black and red, or green and 
yellow. They can see in the dark and they are attracted to heat, very aggressive. Their name reflects how 
their legs look like the fringe on a carpet, only much faster, harder, and deadlier. 
 
Leggzes 
They have many legs, and when the first scout encountered 
them and returned to tell about it, he blurted out “They’ze all 
leggzes!” That became their name. They are a bit bigger than a 
pony, they can take a single rider. No one knows how their 
buoyancy works, but they can take about 500 pounds and still 
drift along. They move a bit faster than a walking pace, and if 
goaded, a jogging pace. They are stupid and docile, and they 
eat light; once they were likely very well fed, but they are 
hungry here under the cloud cover, and welcome any light 
humans can feed them. The Bastaal have rigged up a harness 
that hooks into their eye creases at the top of the head to help 
guide them. If threatened, the leggzes react by whipping their 
flexible spiny protrusions at the source of distress. Wild 
schools of leggzes drift around the surface, but unless they are 
spooked, they are harmless and not even particularly curious. 
 
Nu-stars 
Like slow-moving UFO disks, bio-luminescent aereo-molluscs drift around in the sky over parts of the 
fallen moon. Their light shines out and makes a twilight glow. The moon dust is pale, and reflects light 
well, so day and night under the nu-stars looks like full moon on snow. They range from five to thirty feet 
across, and their means of levitation and propulsion is unknown. They have been brought down by ranged 
weapons in spite of their armor and elevation; the meat is not very good, and if you eat it you glow. 
Objects dipped in certain fluid sacs inside the shell glow for months afterwards. 
 
Nu-woods 
Now that the moon is in the atmosphere, ancient and long dormant spores are soaking in the water and 
growing into mushrooms. The caps of the mushrooms start out thumbnail size, but quickly soar so the cap 
is a dozen feet off the ground and a dozen feet across. They tend towards red, blue, and purple with the 
occasional yellow highlight pattern of streaks or spots on the caps. The underside of the cap is edible, and 
the top side may serve as construction material. The trunk is not edible, but it fills with water, and is the 
only water collection method the Bastaal have found so far on the fallen moon. (Rain has not yet filled 
craters to turn them into ponds.) 
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Lodronica 
 
Led by High Priest Farnum, the Bastaal people of Lodronica are looking for Lodron, their god. He is a 
good of night-fighting and lunacy, so they feel this must be his land and he has come to find them. Not 
everyone is a zealot, but this underlying expectation is pervasive in the settlement.  
 
Bastaal are rowdy people who tend to go raiding and monster hunting when they are sober enough. A way 
to keep up morale is to sing the song of their people (at least the settlement they came from.) This song is 
sung at every meal, and at civic events. 
 
LODRONICA FIGHT SONG 
 
Full moon! New moon! Fight into the night! 
When they—sleep or hide—our blades will take a bite! 
Moon up! Moon down! Blood is full of fight! 
Charge and—say your prayers—we win—by—dawn’s—first—LIIIIGHT! (spaced out the last time sung) 
 
Authority Structures 
 
High Priest Farnum runs a theocratic governance model, and the only way that works is if he firmly 
controls the dispensation of violence. He has two groups that answer to him, the Templar (who guard the 
temples and are very religious) and the Bounders, who handle security and defense of the settlement.  
 
Templar 
The Templar live in a dome that somehow survived moonfall, centrally located to several sensitive points. 
They have the best weapons and armor, and they get priority in rationing time. They dress in pale clothes.  
• Captain Sithana leads them; she is fey and pale, with a shrill laugh and murderous reflexes. 
• Primary responsibilities: the Lodron shrine, the High Priest’s personal security, and access via the 

Shaft from the surface. 
 
Bounders 
The Bounders meet in a dome that is possibly the busiest intersection in the settlement. Some live 
elsewhere, some live in the dome, but they coordinate all their activity from it. As a reward for their 
service, they do not pay to relax at the Leisure House, and they also benefit from the operation of the bank 
and the vault. 
• Captain Drammax leads them, a big man who is nearly deaf and makes snap decisions. He gets to be 

in charge because he takes his job seriously, and if he is not employed he tends to be at the center of 
chaos. He’s too good at murder and mayhem NOT to use his talents as constructively as possible. 

• Primary responsibilities: the entrance, hospitality for visitors, guarding the marketplace, guarding the 
leggzes, managing safety for the house of leisure and the bank and the vault, keeping the peace at the 
arena during matches, and looking after any monsters in reserve for future matches. 

 
A more invisible group that answers to the High Priest is the Settlers; they settle disputes. They run the 
bank, the market place, the storehouse, and the hospitality center. No one pays them much mind… but if 
you cross them, you will end up on the wrong end of one of the more visible and violent forces in the city. 
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Points of Interest 
 
Leggzes Stable. The leggzes eat light, and want to be near it, so the entry to the settlement is the best lit 
place the Bastaal can manage. They hunt nu-stars and smear their glow fluids all over the walls and 
central dome outsides, and the leggzes bask in the glow. The riding gear is kept in the domes. Those 
coming and going must move around (and sometimes push through) a mass of maybe forty leggzes, then 
go through a door guarded by at least two Bounders. 
 
Security. This station houses some of the Bounders, and serves as their main meeting point. From their 
stone dome here, they guard the vital points of the settlement. 
 
Hospitality. When infrequent guests arrive, they are either hardened survivors or mostly dead refugees. 
Anticipating more visitors as time goes by, the leaders set this chamber aside to house them, feed them, 
and invite them to join the community and what it stands for. A room at the end has been converted to a 
temple to Lodron. Currently, the mushroom wine still is set up in here. 
 
Briefing. When it is time to send expeditions out into the dust, this room is where the briefing and 
debriefing afterwards takes place. It is close to the hospitality room and the jail both, so the people most 
likely to be sent out are close at hand and easily guarded. 
 
Jail. The community kills people who are no longer welcome among them. The jail is for those who need 
to be temporarily restrained until they can do something useful for the greater good. 
 
Market. Not much goes on here, but the community is looking ahead to when it will have a lot more 
commerce. This was probably the primary living area for the previous inhabitants. Most people live here. 
 
Leisure House. Run by Madam Kitka, this chamber has screens made of fungus caps to subdivide the 
room into some privacy. This is where mushroom wine and inexpensive companionship can be had. 
Bounders get priority service, so anyone who has alienated them is not welcome here. 
 
Bank and Vault. Run by Boss Dan. Not much to put here yet, but as treasures come in and commerce is 
born down the line, this is where the good stuff will go. The vault has a big heavy door, and was probably 
where they kept monsters, judging by the claw marks in the stone. 
 
Storehouse. Run by Boss Dan. Any communal goods go here, and are rationed out. If someone dies, their 
belongings default to the storehouse. Sometimes this leads to people dying, when times are tough… 
 
Greater Arena. Run by Captain Sithana, leader of the Templar. Once a week there is a match between 
whatever monsters the settlement captures and other monsters, or volunteers, or prisoners. Afterwards 
there is a feast, no sense wasting a monster carcass. This helps keep tensions down in the settlement. 
 
The Shaft. It goes deep, no idea how deep into the moon. However, it also goes up to the surface. 
Monsters come down this way, and it is a way to get big things in and out of the settlement without 
having to go past the leggzes or through narrow corridors. Templar guard it. 
 
Monster Holding. Rather than just fight off monsters that come in, they are driven down into the monster 
holding area so they can participate in exciting arena battles. 
 
Lodron Shrine. Center of worship, and the templar spend their free time decorating and carving and 
otherwise rendering it respectful and instructive. 
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High Priest Farnum and Support. The High Priest is a viperfish man in his 50s with a pair of young 
women as highly-trained bodyguards. About a dozen people live in his area, taking care of his needs and 
helping run the settlement. It is as comfortable as it can be made. 
 
Treasures of Lodron. This is the trophy room with the great treasures (not just supplies or commodities.) 
Any trophies earned by the settlement will go here and become part of its history, and any magical or 
special materials will end up here as well. 
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Stuff to Do in Lodronica 
 
All sorts of unpredictable things can happen. Roll or choose if the game risks boredom. 
 
1. Monster attack! Something is coming down the Shaft. All hands on deck to kill or restrain it! 
2. Bug Hunt. Some fringeworms managed to get in after killing the guards out front. Find them, there is 

a bounty of a good meal for every one you bring in to the security station. (Fringeworm doesn’t taste 
bad, properly prepared.) Start in the market… 

3. Challenge! You annoyed a Bounder. You have been challenged to a duel at the Greater Arena, 
tonight. Right now it is to first blood, but keep it up with mouthing off and it will be to the yield. The 
loser has to be the winner’s slave for a week. 

4. Zenfald’s Child. The weapon-smith Zenfald has a young daughter, and she’s wandered off. Find her, 
alive, and he will make a weapon for the rescuer, out of gratitude. 

5. The Race. A leggzes race in the Greater Arena! Prizes are basically food! Race at a jogging pace, 
tops, around the arena with maybe ten or fifteen other racers! The fun part, the reason people watch, 
is that while you are disqualified if you dismount or use a ranged weapon, you can attack other riders 
(not mounts) all you want. If you kill them you are disqualified, but otherwise? Go three laps and win. 

6. We Come in Peace. Scouts spotted a dust trail, and investigated to see a stream of several dozen 
people headed this way. Go find out what they want, decide whether or not to invite them in. 

 
The DM can make some crazy moon monsters, and either have the characters fight them, or assign one to 
each of two players and let them play the monsters and duke it out while other characters make wagers. 
 
Characters in Lodronica 
 
Not a cultist? Why would you NOT want to be one of the Bastaal cultists?! Well, in that case, you can be 
a refugee that wandered into the settlement from wherever. You can be someone rescued from a 
shipwreck on the way over. Or you can be part of a caravan that visited the original settlement and was 
there when the moon fell, unable to really escape the situation of being with these crazy people since then. 
 
What does avoiding law mean in this context? A high level of “avoid the law” could mean having power 
and status in the community, or a general weaselly skill in parlaying your natural advantages into cowing 
or evading authority figures.  
 
Does my priest have to worship Lodron? No, but it would be cool if you did. As a spellcaster, you are 
likely to be an important figure—the Templar would revere you, and you’d either be a great ally and/or a 
great threat to the High Priest. If you worship a different god, then you may not be welcome among these 
zealots. Something to consider. 
 
What about loot? Yeah, almost everything is barter this far from proper civilization. 
 
What about gear? Most new stuff is fashioned from fungus, bugs, or rock. Use your imagination and 
make your cool gear sound more exotic. Don’t want to do it that way? Make your gear more sci-fi and 
have the settlement stocked with alien stuff when it was taken over. Want more traditional gear? They 
raided a few wrecked ships on the way here and have a good supply of normal stuff. 
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Bestiary 
 
Here are stats for Murderhobo Remix to drop monsters in fast and easy. The setting itself is fine for many 
game systems—make your own bestiary for them! 
 
Cratercrabs. Difficulty 10, weapons 3, armor 3, hits 5. (Large +5, huge +10. Doesn’t affect difficulty.) 
 
Fringeworms. Difficulty 6, weapons 1, armor 1, hits 1. (Add up to +4 more for size, affecting difficulty.) 
• Poison. If hit, test “avoid poison” at the fringeworm’s difficulty. Fail, and run in circles screaming 

and stripping off gear for at least ten minutes, attacking anyone who tries to restrain the victim. At the 
end of 10 minutes of frantic activity, “avoid poison” again at the same difficulty or take another hit. 

• For worms the size of a horse, +1 to weapons and armor, and +5 hits that don’t affect difficulty. 
Worms that big don’t have poison. 

 
Leggzes. Difficulty 10, armor 1, hits 5. 
• Move at jogging speed tops, carry up to 500 lbs. Stupid, docile. They eat light. Can be spooked. 
 
Lodronica Warriors. 
• Templar: difficulty 9, weapons 1, armor 1, hits 4. 
• Bounders: difficulty 8, weapons 1, hits 3. 
 
Lunarrrgh. Difficulty 15, weapons 2, armor 1, hits 15. 
Pit bull head on a polar bear body, with stubby wings and a long furry tail. It must eat several times its 
body weight each day to survive. It glows, and normally lives on eating nu-stars. 
• Head Shake. It always drools, and when it shakes its head everyone in melee range with hits front half 

is sprayed. “Avoid poison” difficulty 10 or lose a round sneezing and retching glowing drool from 
orifices. 

 
Nu-stars. Difficulty 10, armor 5, hits 5. (Add tanks of 5 hits and +2 difficulty each time size doubles.) 
• Base size is 10 feet long. They do not attack unless something is close enough to snap at. “Know” 

difficulty 10 to successfully harvest the bioluminescent goo safely, otherwise glow for at least a week. 
If victims whine, give them an “avoid poison” roll difficulty 15 to avoid the effect. 

 
Big Crazy Moon Monster. Look at pages 7 and 146 of the “Dungeon Dozen” for dragon body plans and 
monster special abilities. 
• Difficulty: 5 +[hits], weapons 1-5, armor 1-5, hits 5 +1d10. 
• Special abilities, orient on “avoid magic” or “avoid poison” and do one or more of the following: 

o Temporarily degrade an attribute, permanently degrade an attribute, inflict an additional hit, 
inflict multiple additional hits, incapacitate character temporarily, inflict quirks on the 
character temporarily, inflict quirks on the character permanently, area effect, regeneration, 
spawn helpers, mind control, additional movement type, degrade equipment, etc. 

• See the Lunarrgh as an example. 


